I'm so happy you loved it! I based many of them away from typical circus/freak characters, such as for example Unu and Du (the Two-Headed Boy), and Crown (originally inspired by the Bearded Lady...but giving it my own twist). I also just love large families because I result from one, as well.

I too am halfway through and longing for a better second half. I agree that I have observed no redeeming characters. When I'm finished I feel the thing I'll be able to say is that I read it. I'll finish it however.

Kimberly, I just assume it's people doing book reports for classes if, as few sentences in, I realize I'm only reading a summary. OR, I realize the person didn't read the book at all, just the book jacket.

I would say that it's inspirational. But underneath that it assumes a drastically different worldview than most western people are accustomed to. It's a book about discovering yourself as a person but "self" has a very different definition.
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...for example, how can you worship a statue that men or women make themselves.

I completed Reign yesterday. Loved it! Was wondering if there are books for Lo and Daniel (the FBI agent)? Really love Lo's character.

I'll admit when she says demon and all that for the guy touching her dreams I'm not thinking of blond hair I am thinking of Illidan Stormborn from Warcraft with a little hoof and fang and horns... lol

Where can I purchase this book? I could really use it for my class right now.

What happened to 1/2? I thought it was due out in 2015? What to do? What to do?

Why Tiffany why do u suck so much?

Youth Media Imaginaries From Around The World Hi, Susan I love the Wilde Series (my guilty pleasure!) Are you going to write about Jared?

Is the Diary of a Wimpy Kid sort of autobiographical to your life?

Youth Media Imaginaries From Around The World Hi Avril,

Youth Media Imaginaries From Around The World I'm reading Vanessa And Her Sister right now and I love Vanessa's "voice" in her diary entries. I've read Virginia's diaries and letters, but I'm wondering if Vanessa's have been published too. What sources did you read to help you capture/create her voice.

What school did Erica and Daniel go to?

should i continue reading because things are getting pretty slow and boring when pari becomes old

How can I read it? There's no read button

Hello, Mr. Matharu.